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cmeyerho
Callout
Little difficult to read with text over text. 

cmeyerho
Text Box
We had spoke about a berm that was going to be installed to protect the development from flood irrigation.  Where is this to be located?

cmeyerho
Oval

cmeyerho
Callout
Is there another fire hydrant here?

cmeyerho
Oval

cmeyerho
Oval

cmeyerho
Callout
The Irrigation line is fairly close to the  sewer line and may make it difficult for the future maintenance of the sewer line.  Could here be a larger separation? 

cmeyerho
Callout
Size of pond and calculations.

cmeyerho
Line

cmeyerho
Callout
Probably ok to tie this into the storm drain system.

cmeyerho
Callout
Will this water get into the storm drain system?

cmeyerho
Line

cmeyerho
Callout
This was a 20ft easement now it is a 15ft.  It is tough in 15ft to have equipment and materials and do the work.  Is there a reason why it was reduced to 15ft?

cmeyerho
Callout
Would like to see an easement on each side of the lot.  It would be very difficult to maintain the storm drain in 10ft.

cmeyerho
Line


































 













 

 





































































































































cmeyerho
Callout
Sewer line design needs to meet State Rules R-317-3. Or a variance to the rules.

cmeyerho
Line



 





































































































































cmeyerho
Callout
Is there a detail of the inlet outlet structure.

cmeyerho
Callout
Need the updated storm water calc's.

cmeyerho
Callout
Is this an Emergency Overflow?  Is there a overflow on the inlet outlet structure?

cmeyerho
Callout
We typically like to see the storm water flow through the pond to get a level of treatment.

cmeyerho
Callout
Does the vinyl fence meet the sight triangle?  This needs to meet the County Ordinance and Ashto Standards.

cmeyerho
Callout
Vinyl fence to meet County Ordinance as well as Ashto Standards.

cmeyerho
Line




